
From Under the Duvet….

“Being stuck in bed most of the time doesn’t have to mean it’s all
over and life is finished.”

‘Confined to bed’. ‘Restricted to bed’. Bedbound, bedridden.

Words and terms that sound so pitiable. So pathetic. So awful. A life that’s
hardly worth living. The end of ever having a ‘normal’ life again. Better off
dead.

But that’s not the case. 

It doesn’t have to be like that. Being stuck in bed most of the time doesn’t
have to mean it’s all over and life is finished. There is so much that can
still be done, so much left to do, so much life yet to live. 

I know there are many people who are in horrible pain or, at least, in
considerable discomfort for much of the time. I can’t speak for them as I
haven’t experienced it. I don’t fall into that category, but there are also
lots of people, like me, who are just unable to get up much because of their
impairment. 

This can be due to the medical equipment they need to stay alive or due to
the lack of help and support they have. 

Or just because it’s such hard work to do it and it’s often not worth the
effort. I’m one of that category.

With assistance, I can get up and sit in my wheelchair and go out but I
usually just can’t be bothered. It takes several people, lots of planning and
a whole load of equipment to get me into my wheelchair and ready to leave my
room. 

So much faff and palaver. 

And then, of course, we would have to do the reverse to get me back to bed
later on, when I return, so I usually just don’t do it. Another two hours of
my life, one at either end of the day, that I wouldn’t get back. Why go
through all that if I’ve nothing to do, nowhere to go and no-one to see.
Might as well just stay put.

Most of the things I would do if I got out of my bed can also be done from
under my duvet anyway! So, most of the time, that’s where I stay. 

Shopping? I can get what I want online and have it delivered straight to my
door. I can get items from anywhere in the world, not just my local high
street, and it’s all so very easy. 
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Meet with friends for coffee? I have some lovely friends who come around to
my house to visit regularly, with delicious treats and gooey cakes so that we
can indulge ourselves together, here. I’m considering buying a coffee machine
too. Last of the big spenders!

Trips to the cinema? Netflix is a thing and I have a Dvd player. 

“Most of the things I would do if I got out of my bed can also be
done from under my duvet anyway!”

Meet new people? Hello Facebook and Twitter! Loads of people from all over
the world to chat to there. 

Get a job? More and more employment opportunities are available online which
can be done from home. Amongst other things, I’ve done envelope stuffing,
entered responses from surveys onto a database and worked on a national
helpline where I provided advice, information and assistance to callers by
phone, email and letter.

Continue my education? I am considering doing a course online through Open
Learn or the Open University or with one of the plethora of US universities
which have online courses. The world of education is, as they say, my
oyster. 

Be involved in local life? All things are possible. I’ve stood – well, lain
down any rate – for election to my local Council. I’m involved with local
pressure groups, trying to improve life for everyone in my area, too. They
all have websites, with a Social Media presence, and so do I.

And National Politics is not a no-go area either. I can be involved with that
too. I’ve been a member of the Party for many years, and I’ve been on the
national Executive for the Liberal Democrat Disability Association for
several years. I was recently on a selection panel for a role at HQ which was
conducted by phone and online and that all went very well. 

I was very much involved with the whole process, felt that my opinion was
valued and considered and never got the impression I was just a token towards
diversity and inclusivity. Hopefully, I’ll get the chance to do something
similar again in the future. 

I am also a bit of a teacher too. Once or twice per year for the past 4 or 5
years, my lovely GP has sent a group of medical students from Kings College
Hospital round to visit me so I can help them learn how to work with people
like me and develop their ‘bedside manner’. 

I consider this to be helping a lovely GP with her work, a valuable lesson
for the students that they can’t learn from books and I love doing it. It’s
part of my way of ‘giving back’ and saying ‘Thank you’. If it means that even
just one of them becomes a better, more empathetic medic as a result then
I’ve done my job, made a difference and I’m happy.



“There are plenty of things to do, people to meet and ‘virtual’
places to go so I’m off to meet, do and visit them all as soon as I
can.”

And then there are the hobbies and activities which can all be done from or
in my bed too. I like writing. Both fact and fiction. I have had my work
published in the National Press, written articles for magazines and journals
and have been commissioned to produce items for various websites on a variety
of topics. 

I also have fun every year with something called ‘Nanowrimo’ or National
Novel Writing Month. This takes place worldwide every November and
participants are challenged to write a novel of at least 50,000 words in just
30 days. Thousands take part and its such fun. Your imagination runs riot and
the words can just flow. Several people have written best-selling novels
after taking part in the challenge but, even if you don’t, it’s still really
good fun trying. I’ve done it twice so far, achieving my 50k once, and I have
an idea bubbling at the back of my brain for my next attempt. 

Whether anything comes of it, watch this space but, if nothing does, there’s
always next year!

Spending most of your life under a duvet is no longer a reason for
withdrawing from the world and slamming the door shut. There are plenty of
things to do, people to meet and ‘virtual’ places to go so I’m off to meet,
do and visit them all as soon as I can.

Why not join me, it’ll be fun!
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Our commitment to reducing child
poverty

“Our policies are the most progressive of the three main parties.”

The Resolution Foundation, an independent think-tank, has released a report
on child poverty. You can find this here.

It found that our policies would mean 600,000 fewer children in poverty by
2023-24.
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This makes ours the most progressive policies of the three main parties.

That’s not all the report found. Child poverty risks reaching a record high
under Conservative plans. It is a damning indictment of the Tories’ heartless
welfare policy.

As the Resolution Foundation recognises, we have the most progressive
policies here. We would scrap the cruel two-child limit, benefit cap and
bedroom tax. We would also invest in free school meals and childcare for
millions of families.

We will ensure that everyone has the same opportunities regardless of where
they come from.

The Tories are hell-bent on continuing their backwards economic policies.
They are ruining the lives of millions of people, young and old.

But our manifesto helps the most vulnerable in our society. We are deeply
proud of that fact.

We are the only party that is committed to helping the next generation get
ahead in life.

Only the Liberal Democrats will stop Brexit and build a brighter future for
those struggling in our society.
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The Lib Dems announce war on plastics

The UK produces 2.26 million tonnes of plastic packaging every year.

Less than half of this is being recycled. 

The Conservatives claimed they will cut plastic pollution. They announced a
deposit return scheme in 2018, but it is currently due to be implemented by
2023. 

In reality, all the Tories have done is try to get headlines with piecemeal
bans on straws and stirrers. 

The Liberal Democrats demand better for our environment. We need a rapid plan
to eliminate plastic pollution if our seas are to recover from the damage
we’ve done.

That is why the Liberal Democrats are proposing a radical plan that will end
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the UK’s reliance on plastic. 

We will ban all non-essential, single-use plastics within the first three
years of government. 

Our other policies include:

Requiring all retailers to reduce the amount of plastics and non-
recyclable packaging they use:

The average UK home produces 1.1kg of waste every day. The duty
should be placed on retailers to ensure that this is reduced.

Implementing a deposit return scheme: 
This will aim to end the 15 million bottles that are littered,
landfilled and incinerated daily in the UK.

Ending plastic exports abroad by 2030:
In 2018 the UK exported 0.6 million tonnes of plastic waste. It
often ends up in landfill, defeating the purpose of exporting it
abroad.

Under the Liberal Democrats, no plastic put into a bin in the UK will end up
in our oceans. By declaring war on plastic, the Liberal Democrats will ensure
a brighter future for our planet.
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We can build a brighter future

Together, we can build a brighter future, based on hope, not fear.

We can work with our closest neighbours in Europe to save our planet for
future generations.
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Home Office to profit £4m from nurse
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tax

“Only someone as deceitful as Boris Johnson could dress up
exploiting nurses as a gift to the NHS.”

Not only is Boris Johnson’s pledge for 50,000 nurses not true.

The Conservatives are trying to profit from taxing hardworking nurses.

The Conservative’s manifesto commitment includes 12,000 nurses from abroad.
The visa fee will be £464 for EU and international nurses. The cost to the
Home Office of processing one of those visa applications, however?

£317 if it’s in the UK or £127 if it’s made from overseas.

The Home Office would, therefore, make £4 million profit off the 12,000
nurses who are coming to the UK to work in our NHS to meet Boris’s demands.

Only someone as deceitful as Boris Johnson could dress up exploiting nurses
as a gift to the NHS.

Our NHS currently relies on the hard work of 20,000 EU nurses. We are already
desperately short on numbers due to the 5,000 nurses who have already left
the NHS. Many of those facing the nurse tax will come from the EU.

To discourage EU nurses from working in the NHS when we already have a
shortage makes no sense at all.

Liberal Democrats will stop Brexit to support our NHS workforce and invest £7
billion a year in health and social care to build a brighter future.
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